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American girl doll houses images

|save this plan | 2 - sheet 3/4 ply plyfub or MDF 1 - sheet 1/4 plypice or MDF (for back) 6 - 1x4 @ 12 feet long (add another for base if desired) 4 - 1x2 @ 8 feet long 1-1/4 pocket screws 1-1 1/4 nail finish or STAples WALL AND FLOOR 3 - 3/4 plywood or MDF @ 23-3/4 x 73 (side and central divider) 1 -
3/4 plywood or MDF @ 23-3/4 x 48 (bottom) - 4 - 43/4 Plycemboard or MDF @ 23-3/4 x 22-7/8 (upstairs) ROOF 5 - 1x4 @ 49-1/2 (OR 1- 3/4 plyps @ 49-1/2 x 17-1/2 (uk 1 - 1 - 1x4 @ 49-1/2 2 - 1x4 @ 14-3/4 BACK 1 - 1/4 Plybed board @ 48 x 61-1/2 WINDOWS - CUT TO FIT Please read through the



entire plan and all comments before starting this project. It is also advisable to review the Started Section. Take all the necessary precautions to build safely and wisely. Working on a clean level surface, free of insecurity or debris. Always use a straight board. Check the square after each step. Always
predrill the hole before attaching it with screws. Use the glue with the finishing nails for a stronger hold. Excess glue wipes from wood are exposed to stained projects, since dried glue will not take dirt. Safe, have fun, and ask for help if you need it. good luck! Fill all holes with wood fillers and let dry. Apply
additional wood filler coats as needed. When wood fillers are completely dry, the project sands towards wood grains with 120 grip sandpaper. Vacuum sandy project to remove sand waste. Remove all sand waste on the work surface as well. Wipe the clean project with a damp cloth. It is always
recommended to apply a test coat in a hidden area or a scrap piece to ensure even color and sticker. Use primary or wooden firecracks as needed. |save this plan | 2 - sheet 3/4 ply plyfub or MDF 1 - sheet 1/4 plypice or MDF (for back) 6 - 1x4 @ 12 feet long (add another for base if desired) 4 - 1x2 @ 8
feet long 1-1/4 pocket screws 1-1 1/4 nail finish or STAples WALL AND FLOOR 3 - 3/4 plywood or MDF @ 23-3/4 x 73 (side and central divider) 1 - 3/4 plywood or MDF @ 23-3/4 x 48 (bottom) - 4 - 43/4 Plycemboard or MDF @ 23-3/4 x 22-7/8 (upstairs) ROOF 5 - 1x4 @ 49-1/2 (OR 1- 3/4 plyps @ 49-1/2
x 17-1/2 (uk 1 - 1 - 1x4 @ 49-1/2 2 - 1x4 @ 14-3/4 BACK 1 - 1/4 Plybed board @ 48 x 61-1/2 WINDOWS - CUT TO FIT Please read through the entire plan and all comments before starting this project. It is also advisable to review the Started Section. Take all the necessary precautions to build safely
and wisely. Working on a clean level surface, free of insecurity or debris. Always use a straight board. Check the square after each step. Always predrill the hole before with screws. Use the glue with the finishing nails for a stronger hold. Excess glue wipes from wood are exposed to stained projects, since
dried glue will not take dirt. Safe, have fun, and ask for help if you need it. good luck! Fill all holes with wood fillers and let dry. Apply additional wood filler coats as needed. When the wood filler dry, sand project towards wood grain with 120 grip sandpaper. Vacuum sandy project to remove sand waste.
Remove all sand waste on the work surface as well. Wipe the clean project with a damp cloth. It is always recommended to apply a test coat in a hidden area or a scrap piece to ensure even color and sticker. Use primary or wooden firecracks as needed. 1 Specify the room type you want. Knowing what
type of room you want inside your statue house will help you decide what makes the walls and floor out. Some rooms, such as bathrooms and kitchens, will look better with tiled floors, while other rooms, such as the living room and bedroom, will look better with wooden or carpet flooring. If you're making
a dollhouse for one of American Girl's historic dolls, take a look at the pictures of homes from that era to get some ideas. Take a look at the magazine decorating houses to get more ideas. 2 Add some colors painfully the inside of the doll house. You can add color to your statue home by drawing walls
with acrylic paint or spray paint. You can draw each room of different colors. You can also paint a solid color wall with a large brush or spray paint, and then paint the design using a smaller brush or stencil. If you choose to use spray paint, be sure to paint outside or in a good ventilation area. Consider
leaving some parts of your statue home unspecified. For example, if your statue house is made of wood, then paint only the walls. Unsanctioned flooring will look like wooden flooring. 3 Add some personality to the wallpaper. You can add some texture and personality to your dollhouse by adding some
wallpaper. If you're making a home for a historic American Girl doll, check out a picture of a wallpaper from her era and find something with the same design or pattern. There are many ways you can make wallpaper: Nice packing paper to cover large areas. Measure the walls of your statue's house, and
cut the packing paper sheets in size. You can stick the paper to the wall using a spray sticker, or you can draw a thin layer of glue to the wall and press the paper down. You can seal the paper with either a paint massage or a seal massage. Colored contact paper or shelves and drawers are another
alternative to wrapping paper, unless it doesn't have to be pegged down or sealed. Simply measure the area you want to protect, cut colored contact sheets/shelves and drawer flies according to those measurements. Then, peel from the support and stick the sheet to the wall. The scrapbook paper comes
in 12 by 12 inches of sheets and is good for small space. You use several sheets of scrapbook paper to cover a large area. You can use the same pattern for the entire wall, or you can mix and match patterns to create a tile effect. As with wrapping paper, you need to gam the scrapbook paper down
using whether it's a burst or painting cate on the thin layer of the gam. You can seal scrapbook paper with paint or seal cocklab to make it last longer. You can also buy a small amount of wallpaper from your local hardware store and glue to the walls of your dollhouse. 4 Wall decoration. Make your statue
home look more comfortable by adding some photos and mirrors on the walls. You can print thumbnails (or cut them out of magazines) and fit them to the walls of your dollhouse. You can also glue a small craft mirror to the wall in the bathroom or on the dressers. For something more elegant, place the
picture and mirror inside the mini picture frame. [2] You can find them in most arts and crafts stores. If you like frame styles but not colors, you can always paint them with some acrylic paint. You can make a simple fancier frame by adding gemstones and beds. 5 Add some windows. You can make your
statue home look more realistic by adding some windows. You can cut a square hole into the wall, or you can add pictures outside and tape them to the wall instead. You can find pictures on the internet and print them, or you can cut them off from the magazine. Make your window look more realistic by
adding clear squares, plastic sheets or cellophane on top of the picture. Cut the plastic sheet rectangle or cellophane slightly larger than your pictures. Put some glue around the edge of your picture, and press the plastic sheet over it. You can hide the edges of your window by placing colored tape on it, or
sticking a thin craft stick around the edges. 6 Add some curtains. You can make your window look more comfortable by making some curtains for them. You'll be two small wall hooks, a short dowel or a wooden rod, some cloth, and some ribbons. Take your dowel and cut a few inches wider than your
window. You can draw it, or you can leave it empty. [3] You can make a curtain rod appear fancier with a sticky luxury bead or button to each end—make sure it matches. Screw a small wall hook over the window, one to each side. You'll put a dowel on them. [4] Cut two pieces of cloth. Each section
should be a few inches higher than your window, and half the width of your window. Fold over an inch up or more of each piece and sew or glue edges down. Make sure you can slide the wooden dowel through. Install your curtains by sliding pieces of cloth over the dowel, and setting the dowel to the
hook. Pull two pieces of cloth apart, one to each side of the window. Tie a piece of ribbon around each curtain so they don't fall on the window. 7 Add a classic look with hardwood floors. Wooden floors can add a more affluent flavor to the dollhouse. They can also any dollhouse looks more authentic,
especially if it is for one of the historic dolls of American Girl. Unless your statue house is made of wood, you need to make some wooden flooring for it. Fortunately, there are many ways you can make wooden floors: popsicle wood or small pieces of small Wood can be used to create wooden floors. If
you use popsicle sticks, you can prevent the gap by cutting the round end. Wooden glue to shelves, and wooden coats with massages. You can knock the darker color floors using wooden dirt. Do this before adding lenses. Use wooden floor sample pieces to make original wooden flooring. Some
hardware stores and furniture sell pieces of floor samples. Buy some of these and glue them down side by side on the shelves. You can also smooth out wood-textured linoleum to mimic the look of wooden floors. Simply measure the floor of your statue's house, and cut the linoleum sheet according to
those measurements. Glue linoleum to the floor of your statue house. If you have a tight budget, you can use wood-patterned scrapbook paper. Because scrapbook paper comes in 12 by 12 inches of sheets, you need to glue some scrapbook sheets side by side to cover the entire floor. Use either a spray
adhesive or paint on a thin layer of glue. You can help paper last longer by coated it with either a spray lens or a paint massage. 8 Insert several variants with tile floor. You can make your statue home look more realistic by adding tile floors to certain rooms in your statue house, such as bathrooms and
kitchens. There are many ways you can create tile floors: Buy some small tiles from a hardware store or arts and crafts store, and glue them onto the shelves. If there is a gap, you can seal it by drawing across the floor with a massage. Tile-patterned linoleum sheets can also be used to cover the floor.
Measure the floor of your statue's house and cut the linoleum sheet according to those measurements. Glue linoleum to the floor of your statue house. If you're using a tight budget, you can use some tile-patterned scrapbook paper. Because scrapbook paper comes in 12 by 12 inches of sheets, you need
to moisturize some scrap book paper sheets side by side. You can create a large tile appearance by posting solid colored scrapbook paper in checker board patterns. 9 Make the dollhouse look more comfortable with carpets and carpets. You can make your dollhouse look more comfortable by adding
some way you can add carpets and carpets to your dollhouse: use a small, sample carpet. Some stores create and sell smaller versions of the larger and full-sized carpets. Buy some and set it down on the wooden floor you've made. Try using some small versions of the Persian carpet for the historic
statue house. Small baths can also be used to make carpets and carpets. You can cut and stick a bathtub to create the carpet. You can also reduce the bathtub to a small rectangle and use it as a carpet The room is spacious and comfortable. Buy some carpets from carpet stores or hardware stores and
glue to shelves. Choose something with a low pile so that it will be prosty with dolls. Use towels for carpets and bathtubs. Simply measure the floor of your statue's house and cut the towel according to those measurements. Glue to the floor of your dollhouse using cloth glue. You can also cut the towel into
a smaller rectangle and use it as a bathtub in the bathroom. Scraps of feathers can make carpets stylish and stylish, especially if they are bright colors. Color.
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